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WE consider an ionized gas in which the ionic 
temperature is assumed given. The energy radi
ated by the electrons per unit time by virtue of 
cyclotron radiation is: 

Here e is the charge of the electron, H is the 
magnetic field, me is the mass ctf the electron 
and Ee 1 is the electron energy due to motion in 
the transverse magnetic field. In order-of-mag
nitude terms, the energy radiated in a time tc is 
equal to the energy of the electrons. The frequency 
of the cyclotron motion is v ~ eH/me; in what fol
lows it will be assumed that the gas is transparent 
in this frequency region. This condition is rather 
stringent; given characteristic dimensions, we 
assume either a highly rarified gas or high values 
of the magnetic field and ionic temperature. 

If the electrons radiate a significant part of 
their energy in a time short compared to the relax
ation time teq of the electronic and ionic compo
nents of the gas, i.e., if teq > tc, it can be shown 
that the electronic temperature will differ consid
erably from the ionic temperature. 

The relaxation time for the electronic compo
nent is1 

t, = m~· (3kTe)'f, j 8 · 0. 714 r.n,e4 ln A. (2) 

Here T e is the kinetic temperature of the elec
trons, ne the number of electrons per unit volume 
and ln A is the Coulomb logarithm. It will be as
sumed that tc » tr so that the electron gas is 
characterized by a Maxwellian distribution. Thus, 
the Spitzer formula 1 can be used in analyzing the 
exchange of energy between the electron gas and 
the ion gas: 

( 
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(3) 

Here mi is the iun mass, Z is the charge of the 
ion and ni is the number of ions per unit volume. 
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The factor a takes account of the retardation of 
the relaxation process because of the magnetic 
field, a ~ 3. 

In the quasi-stationary state we can equate (1) 
and (3). Whence the following expression is ob
tained for the ratio Te/Ti = e: 

(1/6-1) rxk'•tn1 T?'H 2 

"-2 = as (1 +me 1m,. 6) ' ), = --.,..,-----;~-- n,. 3 (27t)'f, c•m:l• Z 2ln A 

(4) 

The condition tc » tr is equivalent to the in
equality A.« 106 in which case me/emi « 1, so 
that Eq. (4) can be simplified: A.= e-5/ 2 ( 1- e). 
The function e = e (A.) is given in the figure. At 
large values of A. it is apparent that e = A. - 2/5. 
Thus, the difference in temperatures for the ionic 
component and the electronic component can be
come very large. 

1 Spitzer. Physics of Fully Ionized Gases, Inter
science, New York (1955). 
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THE spectra of 1r mesons and electrons produced 
in Ke3 decay have been investigated by a number 
of authors. 1- 3 An important contribution to these 
spectra is due to the Ke3 decay with the emission 
of a hard y photon. Hence we investigate this 
process in this paper: 
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(1) 

If it is assumed that the 1r meson, electron, 
and neutrino are created at one point on the Feyn
man diagram for the proc8ss and that the spin of 
K0 meson is zero, the most general form of the 
interaction Lagrangian for the Ke3 decay in the 
x representation is: 

Le3 = {g~ (~e (1 + <X's'Ys) ~Jiv) ::P:!flK 

g~ _ , a'P: a'~'K 
+ ~.rz (IJie (1 + <Xsyv) ~Jiv) ax ·ax 

fJ. fJ. 

g~ - , • a'~'K 
+ M (ljie ( 1 + <XvYs) yfJ.Iji") ::P1t ax 

fJ. 

(2) 

g'r - , a'P: a'PK} 1 + fW2 (1Jie(1 + <Xr"{s)'YfJ.Piji") i'JX"ax Xf • fJ. p 

'YfJ.P = 1/2(YfJ. Yp -ypyp); Yt = yfJ.; 1i = c = 1. 

Here 1/Je, 1/Jv, cp7r, and CfJK are the wave functions 
for the electron, neutrino, 1r meson and K meson 
respectively while M is the mass of the K me
son. The mass of the electron is neglected in com
parison with the momenta which are of importance 
in this decay. 
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In considering the process in (1), it is necessary 
to replace acp;;axf.l. in (2) by af.l.cp; = ( a/axf.l.
ieAf.l.) cpt. In this case we already have 1/Je ( ajaxf.l. + 
ieAf.J.)yf.J.=O. 

The complete matrix element for the decay (1) 
in the rest system of the K0 meson is of the form 
(in Heaviside units): 

(27t)• -
M· f -e •1• 

'-" - (2M)'J, (Ew)'f, 'fe 

X ~ gi ( 1 + IXt'Ys) <l>t~Jiv 0 (P- p -Pe- k- kv). 
i=S,V,T 

We use the notation: 

rf>s=2~k~el +3o; rf>v= (z~k~e) +oo)Y•; 

rf>r =~[(~~:Pel +3o)'Y•IP+Y•(;- i:~ rk)]; 
, (epe) (ep) . ' . . 
Ou = (kpe) - (kp) , a= yfJ.afJ. = ra + y4a4 , 

I 

(ab) = L} afJ.l'fJ.. a:= - a1 • 

fJ.~l 

(3) 

P is the four-momentum of the K meson and E 

is the polarization vector of the photon. p, E; 
Pe, Eo ~ I Pe I; k, w; kv, kv are respectively the 
momenta and energies of the 1r meson, the elec
tron, the y photon and the neutrino. 

In the limiting case (emission of soft protons) 
we have: 

-v- (0) 
kft_.t = (e / 2w) oo M,_.,, (4) 

where M~~f is the matrix element for the Ke3 

decay. This means that in the present case the 
ratio D.w/w the probability of the decay in (1) to 
the probability for Ke3 decay is a quantity which 
is independent of the particular interaction. 

If the emission of the 1r meson is neglected, 
we have for a scalar interaction: 

~w I w = (e2 I 2 (2o.) 2 ) As, 

where 

As=(zln:+; -2)(1nf+4) 

(5) 

+ 2 (tn2- --2) (In~~+ L)- ~1_ In z ~~__1- t) (6) 
/) \ -<>min 2 Z j 

2 z+1 1 ( 2 z--l-1 5) rt2 - ln 2 _ 1 + 2 ln -3-- z In 2 _:__1 + 2 + 3 + 2. 

Here z = (M-E )/p :s 1 while Wmin is the mini
mum frequency of the photon. In the integration 
over electron emission angles we take account of 
the electron mass, writing 1/ve = 1 + 6; if this 
is not done, an expression which diverges logarith
mically is obtained. Assuming that on the average 
the energy going to the electron, photon, and neu
trino is distributed uniformly between these, we 
find o = % ( m/pz )2• It is easy to show that an 
error in the estimate of o cannot change these 
results by more than 10%. Equation (6) applies 
when z -1 » o. Assuming Wmin = m ~ 0.5 Mev, 
we obtain the dependence of D.w/w on 1r -meson 
energy shown in the figure. 

Because of the relations in (4) and (6), the value 
of D.w/w in vector or tensor interactions does not 
differ greatly from this value in the scalar case. 

The nonconservation of parity in Ke3 decay 
appears in the polarization of the electrons and 
protons. Using the electron spin-projection op
erator,4 it is easy to show that the electrons will 
be longitudinally polarized and that the degree of 
polarization for each of the "pure" interactions is 
given by the expression 

P, =(<X;+ IX;)/ (l + I<Xt 12 ) (i = S, V, T). (7) 

If the two-component neutrino theory is valid, 
as= aT= 1 and ay;;' -1, that is to say, the 
polarization can be incomplete only if there is 
a mixture of vector interaction with scalar or 
tensor, In this case the direction of polarization 
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can yield information as to the predominance of 
one or the other of the interactions. 

In the case of nonconservation of parity, the 
photons are circularly polarized. The dependence 
of the circular polarization on the frequency of the 
photon for a given 1r -meson energy and emission 
angle for the 1r meson and photon is given by: 

i D.wR-D.wL 2x(1-x) "';+oc; 
Py= D.wR+D.wL-= 1+(1-x)2 1+ioc;l2 ' 

X= w I Wm, Wm = p (z2 - 1) I 2 (z +cos 6). 
(8) 

Here .6.wR and .6.wL are the differential proba
bilities for decay with the emission of right-polar
ized or left-polarized radiation respectively; Wm 

is the maximum photon frequency for a given 1r

meson energy and angle of emission. The maxi
mum value of the polarization P~m = 0.41, for 
a = 1, is achieved with x = 0.6. 

There is no circular polarization for charge 
invariance (a = -a*) or if parity is conserved 
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THE magnetization of ferromagnets in the low
temperature region1 is determined, roughly speak
ing, by an inversion process (the spontaneous
magnetization vector switches from one direction 
of easy magnetization to another) and a rotation 
process (the spontaneous-magnetization vector of 
the domain shifts away from the direction of easy 
magnetization). Sufficiently far above the Curie 
point ® the magnetization is caused by the change 
in the number of parallel and antiparallel spins 
when short-range order is absent. We shall call 
such a process true magnetization, in contradis
tinction to paraprocesses when short-range order 
is present and microdomains are formed. A para
process causes magnetization by the rotation of 
microdomains. 

Measurements performed by us show that for 
each of these four processes of magnetization 
there is a corresponding Hall parameter. As far 
as the inversion and rotation is concerned, we have 
obtained the following results. When investigating 

( a = 0). It is easy to show that in these cases the 
radiation will consist of a superposition of unpo
larized light and linearly polarized light. 

In conclusion we wish to express our gratitude 
to Professor I. Ia. Pomeranchuk for suggesting 
this problem and for guiding its execution and to 
A. F. Grashin for a discussion of the results. 
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the Hall effect in iron-aluminum alloys we have 
observed that the Hall voltage depends in a non
linear fashion on the magnetization I in the re
gion of technical saturation. However, for an 
alloy with a zero value of the anisotropy constant 
( 12% Al ), 2 we obtained a strictly linear dependence, 
while the slopes of the straight lines are the same 
in the regions of inversion and rotation. For alloys 
with a non-vanishing anisotropy constant we have 
observed a bending of the curve in the transition 
region from inversion to rotation. Since this bend
ing is not substantial or very pronounced, it is de
sirable to perform a direct measurement of the 
Hall effect on single crystals to bring out the role 
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FIG. 1 


